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Abstract
The Hadamard and Kronecker products of two nm matrices A;B are related by
A  B D PT1 .A⊗ B/P2, where P1; P2 are partial permutation matrices. After establishing
several properties of the P matrices, this relationship is employed to demonstrate how a sim-
plified theory of the Hadamard product can be developed. During this process the well-known
result .A  B/.A  B/ 6 AA  BB is extended to
.A  B/.A  B/ 6 12 .AA  BB CAB  BA/ 6 AA  BB
showing an inherent link between the Hadamard product and conventional product of two
matrices. This leads to a sharper bound on the spectral norm of A  B,
kA  Bk 6

1
2 .kAk2kBk2 C kABk2/
1=2
6 kAk kBk
and an improvement on the weak majorization of A  B,
 2.A  B/ w 12

2.A/   2.B/C 2.AB/

w  2.A/  2.B/:
For a real non-singular matrix X and invertible diagonal matrices D, E the spectral condi-
tion number ./ is shown to be, if scaled, bounded below as follows:
.DXE/> .2kX X−Tk2 − kX X−Tk2/1=2 > kX X−Tk:
For A > 0, we have
.I  A/2 6 12 .I  A2 C A  A/ 6 I  A2
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and .A1=2  A−1=2/2 6 12 .I C A  A−1/ 6 A  A−1 when A > 0. The latter inequality is
compared to Styan’s inequality .A  A/−1 6 12 .I C A A−1/ when A is a correlation matrix
and is shown to possess stronger properties of ordering. Finally, the relationship A  B D
PT1 .A⊗ B/P2 is applied to determine conditions of singularity of certain orderings of the
Hadamard products of matrices. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
The Hadamard or Schur product of two nm complex matrices A D .aij / and
B D .bij / is A  B  .aij bij /. We write G > 0 if the square matrix G is positive
semidefinite and G > 0 if G is strictly positive definite. For Hermitian matrices
F;H; we write F > H or F > H if F −H > 0 or F −H > 0, respectively.
We always assume that singular values are decreasingly ordered. Thus if F is
an n n complex matrix, its singular values are 1.F / > 2.F / >    > n.F /.
Since  2i .F / D i.FF /, the ith eigenvalue of FF , the ordering can be applied
to an arbitrary nm matrix G on the understanding that  2i .G/ D i.GG/ for i D
1; : : : ; q with q D minfn;mg. Any further singular values beyond i D q are taken
as zero should the matrix dimensions require this. Similarly, should G have n real
eigenvalues fi.G/g, these too are decreasingly ordered as 1.G/ > 2.G/ >    >
n.G/. Sometimes it is convenient to use the compact notation .G/ D .1.G/; : : : ;
n.G/
T and .G/ D .1.G/; : : : ; n.G//T.
Let x and y be real vectors those entries are such that x1 > x2 >    > xn and
y1 > y2 >    > yn. Then x is said to weakly majorize y if
kX
iD1
yi 6
kX
iD1
xi for k D 1; : : : ; n;
and we write y w x. Should equality occur for k D n then x is said to majorize y
and we write y  x.
The entry-wise product of two vectors x and y is called their Hadamard product
and is denoted by x  y. In particular, x  x is abbreviated as x2. Unless otherwise
stated, the matrix norm used throughout this paper is the spectral norm k.G/k D
1.G/. For an invertible matrix G, the condition number of G is .G/  kGk kG−1k.
For the sake of clarity, we often write .XT/−1 D X−T. Central to the paper is the
n2  n selection matrix, Pn, defined by
P Tn D TE.n/11 ; E.n/22 ; : : : ; E.n/nn U;
where the n n matrices Eii; i D 1; : : : ; n have a 1 in position i; i and zeros else-
where.
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In [13, Example 3.6], Horn and Mathias gave a brief survey of the inequality
AA  BB > .A  B/.A  B/;
where A and B are arbitrary complex nm matrices. One of the purposes of this
paper is to extend this inequality to include the termAB  BA and thereby improve
several well-known Hadamard product, norm, and majorizing inequalities. Many of
the results follow from Theorem 1, which presents an explicit relationship between
the Hadamard and Kronecker products of two matrices. This observation was made
in [26, p. 64] (see also [27, p. 157]) and independently in [20]; for recent applications
see [15,16]. We exploit this observation systematically and obtain a unified approach
to the theory of the Hadamard product that shortens some known proofs, sharpens
some established results, and obtains new theorems.
1. Basic relationship and applications
Theorem 1. Let A and B be arbitrary nm matrices. Then
A  B D PTn .A⊗ B/Pm: (1)
Proof. Compute
P Tn .A⊗ B/PmDTE.n/11 ; : : : ; E.n/nn U
264a11B : : : a1mB::: :::
an1B : : : anmB
375
264E
.m/
11
:::
E
.m/
mm
375
D
mX
kD1
diag.a1k; a2k; : : : ; ank/BE.m/kk D
"
mX
kD1
aikbij jk
#
DTaij bij U D A  B: 
We note the special case of (1) for n D m:
Corollary 2. For any n n matrices A and B,
A  B D PTn .A⊗ B/Pn: (2)
For brevity, the selection matrix Pn will be denoted by P unless it is necessary to
emphasize its order. In the same way, the matrixQn, defined below, is denoted by Q.
The following corollary lists several useful properties of the selection matrix.
Corollary 3.
(i) Pn and Pm are the only matrices of zeros and ones that satisfy (1) for all A and
B.
(ii) P TP D I and PPT is a diagonal matrix of zeros and ones, so 0 6 PPT 6 I .
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(iii) There exists an n2  .n2 − n/ matrix Qn of zeros and ones such that  D
TPQU is a permutation matrix. Q is not unique but for any such choice of Q,
P TQ D 0; QTQ D I; QQT D I − PPT:
(iv) P T.D1 ⊗D2/ D D1D2P T for any n n diagonal matricesD1;D2.
(v) For the permutation matrices 1; 2 that reverse the Kronecker product in (1),
i.e., 1.A⊗ B/T2 D B ⊗A (see [12, p. 260]), PTn 1 D P Tn and P Tm2 D P Tm.
In addition, 1QnQTn1 D QnQTn and 2QmQTm2 D QmQTm:
(vi) Let X be an nm matrix. Then vec X is defined as an nm 1 column vector
obtained from X by stacking its columns sequentially (see [12, p. 244]), i.e., for
X D .xij /; i D 1; : : : ; nI j D 1; : : : ;m
vec X D .x11; : : : ; xn1; x12; : : : ; xn2; x1m; : : : ; xnm/T:
For n nX; xD .x11; x22; : : : ; xnn/ and DxD diag .x11; x22; : : : ; xnn/: Then
P Tvec X D x; Px D vec Dx . Furthermore QTvec X D 0 if and only if X is a
diagonal matrix, i.e., X D Dx in this case
(vii) For any complex n2 m2 matrix K,
P Tn KK
Pn > .P Tn KPm/.P Tn KPm/ > 0:
Proof. (i) Let ZT D TZT1 ; : : : ; ZTn U be an n n2 matrix where each Zi is an n n
matrix of zeros and ones. Similarly, let WT D TWT1 ; : : : ;WTmU be an mm2 matrix
where each Wi is an mm matrix of zeros and ones. We assume ZT.A⊗ B/W D
A  B for all nm matrices A;B.
Set A to OEij where OEij is an nm matrix of zeros except in position i; j which
takes the value one. Then
bij OEij D OEij  B D ZT. OEij ⊗ B/W
DTZT1 ; : : : ; ZTi ; : : : ; ZTn U
26666664
0 : : : 0 : : : 0
:::
:::
:::
0 : : : B : : : 0
:::
:::
:::
0 : : : 0 : : : 0
37777775
26666664
W1
:::
Wj
:::
Wm
37777775
DZTi BWj for i D 1; : : : ; nI j D 1; : : : ;m: (1)
Now set B to E, the matrix of ones, so that from (1)
OEij DZTi EWj
Dp
i
qT
j
for i D 1; : : : ; nI j D 1; : : : ;m:
where p
i
and q
j
are vectors whose entries are the column sums of Zi and Wj ,
respectively. Further, since Zi and Wj consist only of zeros and ones, it follows that
only the ith and jth columns of Zi and Wj , respectively, can have non-zero entries.
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By setting B D OEij in (1i) we obtain
OEij D ZTi OEijWj for i D 1; : : : ; nI j D 1; : : : ;m;
which is possible only if Zi has an entry of one in the i; i position and Wj has an
entry of one in the j; j position. From this and the constraints on the column sums
of Zi and Wj , we conclude that Zi D E.n/ii and Wj D E.m/jj for i D 1; : : : ; nI j D
1; : : : ;m. Hence ZT D TE.n/11 ; : : : ; E.n/nn U D P Tn and WT D TE.m/11 ; : : : ; E.m/mmU D P Tm
as required.
(ii) From the definition of P we have
P TP DTE11; : : : ; EnnUTE11; : : : ; EnnUT
DE11 C    C Enn D I since E211 D E11; etc:
PP TDTE11; : : : ; EnnUTTE11; : : : ; EnnU
DdiagTE11; : : : ; EnnU since E11E22 D 0; etc:
This proves (ii).
The results in (ii) show that the equation PnP Tn .A⊗ B/PmP Tm D Pn.A  B/P Tm
is equivalent to (1) and that A  B can be extracted from A⊗ B by multiplications
with the diagonal matrices PnP Tn and PmP Tm.
(iii) It is evident from the structure of P that it may be considered as part of an
n2  n2 permutation matrix
 D TP QU; (2)
where Q is an n2  .n2 − n/ matrix of zeros and ones. For example,
Q D
26664
Enn En−1;n−1 : : : E22
E11 Enn : : : E33
:::
:::
:::
En−1;n−1 En−2;n−2 : : : E11
37775
so that  is a block circulant permutation matrix. To show that Q is not unique
consider
Q D
26664
E22 E33 : : : Enn
E33 E44 : : : E11
:::
:::
:::
E11 E22 : : : En−1;n−1
37775 ;
which makes a symmetric block retrocirculant permutation matrix (see [6, p. 156]).
Using the properties of a permutation matrix together with the definition of  in
(iii),
I D T D TPQU

P T
QT

D PP T CQQT
and
I C T D

P T
QT

TPQU D

P TP P TQ
QTP QTQ

:
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From these come the required results of (iii), i.e.,
P TQ D 0; QTQ D I; and QQT D I − PPT
for any choice of Q in (iii).
(iv) Using the fact that PP T is a diagonal matrix (see (ii) above), we have
PP T.D1 ⊗D2/ D .D1 ⊗D2/PP T:
Since P TP D I this equation is equivalent to
P T.D1 ⊗D2/ D P T.D1 ⊗D2/PP T D .D1 D2/P T D D1D2P T;
which is the required result.
(v) From the definition of 1 and 2; 1.A⊗ B/T2 D B ⊗ A for all A and B. It
follows that
P Tn .A⊗ B/Pm D A  B D PTn 1.B ⊗ A/T2Pm:
In addition,
A  B D B  A D PTn .B ⊗ A/Pm:
Hence
P Tn 1.B ⊗ A/T2Pm D P Tn .B ⊗ A/Pm;
and so by the uniqueness result in (i) P Tn 1 D P Tn and P Tm2 D P Tm . Notice that
T1PP
T1 D PP T for P D Pn, say. On letting PP T D I −QQT as in (iii), this
becomes T1 .I −QQT/1 D I −QQT, which reduces to T1QQT D QQT since
T1 1 D I . The case for Q D Qm and 2 follows in the same way.
(vi) From the definitions of P and vec X,
pTvec XDTE11; E22; : : : ; EnnUvec X
D.x11; 0; : : : ; 0/T C .0; x22; : : : ; 0/T C    C .0; : : : ; 0; xnn/T
D.x11; x22; : : : ; xnn/T D x:
A similar calculation shows that PP TvecDx D vecDx where PP T D diag.E11;
E22; : : : ; Enn/: But PPT vec Dx D P.P Tvec Dx/ D Px , which is Px D vec Dx .
Now multiply each side of this by QT. Since QTP D 0 by (iii), we have QT
vecDx D 0.
Now assume that QT vec X D 0. Writing this asQQTvecX D 0 and adding this
to PP Tvec X D Px we arrive at vec X D Px D vec Dx , i.e., X D Dx .
(vii) By (ii), I > PmP Tm > 0 and so
P Tn KK
Pn>P Tn KPmP TmKP
D.P Tn KPm/.P Tn KPm/: 
This ends the preliminaries and Theorem 1.
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Theorem 4. If A and B are arbitrary nm complex matrices, then
AA  BB D .A  B/.A  B/ C P Tn .A⊗ B/QmQTm.A⊗ B/Pn (3)
and hence
AA  BB > .A  B/.A  B/:
Moreover (a), (b), (c) are equivalent:
(a) AA  BB D .A  B/.A  B/;
(b) P Tn .A⊗ B/Qm D 0;
(c) AX  BY D .A  B/.X  Y / for all m n matrices X; Y .
Proof. Corollary 3(iii) ensures that
AA ⊗ BBD.A⊗ B/.A⊗ B/
D.A⊗ B/.PmP Tm CQmQTm/.A⊗ B/
D.A⊗ B/PmP Tm.A⊗ B/ C .A⊗ B/QmQTm.A⊗ B/;
so an application of (1) yields (3). (a) holds if and only if the last term of (3) is
zero, which is equivalent to P Tn .A⊗ B/Qm D 0. To arrive at (c) from (b) first notice
that (b) may be rewritten as P Tn .A⊗ B/QmQTm D 0. Since QmQTm D I − PmP Tm,
this becomes P Tn .A⊗ B/ D P Tn .A⊗ B/PmP Tm. By post-multiplying by .X ⊗ Y /Pn
for anym nmatricesX; Y , we have PTn .AX ⊗ BY/Pn D P Tn .A⊗ B/PmP Tm.X ⊗
Y /Pn, which is (c) by Theorem 1. Now assume (c) holds for all m n X; Y . It must
therefore be true for X D A and Y D B, which is condition (a). Hence (c) implies
(3) which is (a). 
Theorem 5. Let A be an n n positive definite matrix with a Cholesky factorization
A D LL; where L is lower triangular. Then
(i) A  A−T D I C PTn .L⊗ L−T/QnQTn.L⊗ L−T /Pn > I (see [7]).
If B is also positive definite then
(ii) A  B−1 C B  A−1 > 2I , and, in particular, A  A−1 > I (see [14]).
Proof.
(i) Since L  L−T D I , we have
A  A−TD.LL/  .LL/−T
D.LL/  .L−T /.L−T/
D.L  L−T/.L  L−T/
CP Tn .L⊗ L−T /QnQTn.L⊗ L−T/Pn .by .3//
DI C P Tn .L⊗ L−T/QnQTn.L⊗ L−T/Pn > I:
(ii) We first note that p C p−1 > 2 for any positive number p. Applying this to the
eigenvalues of any positive definite matrix H produces H CH−1 > 2I . Now
by setting H D A⊗ B−1 we obtain A⊗ B−1 C A−1 ⊗ B > 2I , which by The-
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orem 1 becomes A  B−1 C A−1  B > 2I . By setting A D B, this reduces to
A  A−1 > I . 
There does not seem to be any simple way to deduce A  A−T > I from
A  B−1 C A−1  B > 2I . The weaker inequality A  A−1 C AT  A−T > 2I does
follow by substituting B D AT.
The next theorem is due to Bapat and Sunder [5], but before its statement and
proof we need to use a result of these authors in a slightly modified form, which is
now presented as Lemma 6.
Lemma 6. Let B and C be n n Hermitian matrices related by
C D W.I ⊗ B/W; (4)
where W D TW1 ; : : : ;Wn U and the Wk’s are n n matrices such that
nX
kD1
Wk Wk D
nX
kD1
WkW

k D I: (5)
Then .C/  .B/; i.e., the eigenvalues of B majorize those of C.
Proof. Only an outline of proof in [5, Theorem 1] is given. Note that (4) may be
written as
C D
nX
kD1
Wk BWk: (6)
Now since B and C are Hermitian, they are unitarily diagonalizable to DB and DC
respectively. In addition (5) is still true if Wk is transformed to UWkV  for any
unitary matrices U and V, so there is no loss of generality if (6) is taken as
DC D
nX
kD1
Wk DBWk:
On equating the diagonal elements of this equation one finds that c D Sb, where c
and b are vectors formed from the diagonal elements of the diagonal matrices DC
andDB , respectively, while S is an n n doubly stochastic matrix by the conditions
of (5) on the Wk’s. This last assertion guarantees c  b (see [17, pp. 11,12]), and so
.C/  .B/. 
Remark. Bapat and Sunder point out in their paper that Lemma 6 still works if B
is normal and the conditions in (5) are relaxed to requiring that PnkD1Wk  NWk be
doubly stochastic.
As a simple application of Lemma 6, consider I A D P T.I ⊗ A/P , where A
is an n n Hermitian matrix. Since PT D TE11; : : : ; EnnU, it is easy to see that
condition (5) is satisfied with Wk D Ekk for k D 1; : : : ; n so that .I  A/  .A/.
This is Schur’s theorem on majorization [17, p. 215]. The following theorem due to
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Bapat and Sunder, which contains the main results of their paper, follows very easily
from Lemma 6 and Theorem 1.
Theorem 7. If A and B are n n Hermitian matrices and if A > 0 then
.A  B/   ..I  A/B/ : (7)
Proof. Let D D .I  A/1=2 and assume that D > 0. Now by Corollary 3(iv), PT D
P T.D−1 ⊗D/ D D−1P T.I ⊗D/. Applying this to (1) gives
A  BDP T.A⊗ B/P
DP T.A1=2 ⊗D−1/.I ⊗DBD/.A1=2 ⊗D−1/P
DD−1P T.A1=2 ⊗ I/.I ⊗DBD/.A1=2 ⊗ I/PD−1:
Let TW1 ; : : : ;Wn U D D−1P T.A1=2 ⊗ I/, so each Wk is a diagonal matrix.
Furthermore
nX
kD1
WkW

k D
nX
kD1
Wk Wk from above
DTW1 ; : : : ;Wn UTW1 ; : : : ;Wn U
D.I  A/−1=2P T.A1=2 ⊗ I/.A1=2 ⊗ I/P .I  A/−1=2
DI;
so Lemma 6 ensures that
.A  B/  .DBD/ D  ..I  A/B/:
For the general case A > 0 let A" D AC "I; " > 0, so that .A"  B/  
(
.I
A"/B

by (7). Expanding this expression gives .A  B C "I  B/  ..I  A/B
C "B/, which becomes (7) on letting " # 0. 
Several majorization inequalities come from (7), including the remarkable result
.A  B/  .B/ if A is a correlation matrix (i.e., A > 0 and I  A D I ). For the
special case A D I , (7) reverts to Schur’s original majorization .I  B/  .B/.
We concentrate on only one consequence of (7):
Corollary 8. If A > 0 and B > 0; then
.A  B/   ..I  A/B/
w.I  A/  .B/ w .A/  .B/: (8)
Proof. Since .FG/ w .F /  .G/ for square matrices F and G [17, p. 249],
(7) ensures that
.A  B/   ..I  A/B/ w .I  A/  .B/:
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Now if x; y; z are vectors of the same size whose elements are in decreasing order
and the vector z’s elements are non-negative then x w y implies x  z w y  z
[17, p. 95]. From Schur’s majorization, .I  A/  .A/, it follows that .I  A/ 
.B/ w .A/  .B/. 
Horn and Johnson [11] also proved .A  B/ w .A/  .B/ for A > 0, B > 0
but by a different method (see also [18]). They then gave a modified version of (8),
which involves arbitrary square matrices. Their result is:
Theorem 9. If A and B are arbitrary complex matrices of the same size, then
.A  B/ w  .A/   .B/: (9)
Later Ando et al. [3] showed that (9) and many other majorization results belong
to one basic set of inequalities. To state their result denote by c1.T / > c2.T / >    >
cn.T / the decreasingly ordered Euclidean column lengths of a matrix T, i.e., the cj ’s
are the decreasingly ordered diagonal entries of .I  T T /1=2.
Theorem 10. Let A and B be nm complex matrices and let A D XY be a given
factorization of A where X and Y are r  n and r m matrices, respectively. Then
kX
iD1
i.A  B/ 6
kX
iD1
ci.X/ci.Y /i.B/; k D 1; : : : ;minfn;mg: (10)
Bapat [4] later presented another set of inequalities of which (10) is a special
case. It is not the purpose of this paper to pursue these types of generalizations in
any way; rather it is to extend the root inequality,AA  BB > .A  B/.A  B/ in
Theorem 4, in a quite different direction. The extension is simple but fundamental
and extremely effective, as shown in the next theorem.
2. New applications and results
Theorem 11. For any nm complex matrices A and B, and for any k 2 T−1; 1U;
AA  BB C kAB  BA > .1C k/.A  B/.A  B/: (11)
Proof. Choose K D A⊗ B C B ⊗ A; where A, B are nm complex matrices
and ;  are any real scalars not both zero. Theorem 1 gives
P Tn KK
Pn D .2 C 2/AA  BB C 2AB  BA
and
.P Tn KPm/.P
T
n KPm/
 D . C /2.A  B/.A  B/:
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Set k D 2=.2 C 2/ so that . C /2=.2 C 2/ D 1C k. The arithmetic–geo-
metric mean inequality ensures that jkj 6 1, and the choices  D 1 and  2 T−1; 1U
show that k takes all values in T−1; 1U. Now P Tn KKPn > .P Tn KPm/.P Tn
KPm/
 by Corollary 3(vii) from which (11) follows. 
Remark. For k D 0; (11) reduces to the inequality of Theorem 4. The term
AB  BA is interesting as AB is a conventional matrix product while A  B is
the Hadamard product of A and B. Although AB  BA is Hermitian it need not be
positive semi-definite, e.g., take
A D

1 1
1 0

and B D I . Since the diagonal T  T  is non-negative, we conclude that its trace is
non-negative. Hence T  T  has a non-negative eigenvalue, which cannot be zero
unless all of the eigenvalues of T  T  are zero. This means that T  T  cannot be
negative semidefinite (i.e., 0 > T  T ) unless T  T  D 0. Although AB  BA
cannot have an ordering with the null matrix, it can be ordered with AA  BB.
Corollary 12. If A and B are complex nm matrices, then
AA  BB > AB  BA (12)
and so
2AA  BB > AA  BB C AB  BA > 2.A  B/.A  B/: (13)
Moreover (a), (b) and (c) are equivalent:
(a) AA  BB C AB  BA D 2.A  B/.A  B/;
(b) P Tn .A⊗ B/C B ⊗ A/Qm D 0;
(c) AX  BY C BX  AY D 2.A  B/.X  Y / for all m n matrices X;Y .
Proof. (a) holds if and only if PTn KKPn D .P Tn KPm/.P Tn KPm/ in Theorem 11,
i.e., if and only if .P Tn KQm/.P Tn KQm/ D 0. With K D A⊗ B C B ⊗ A this is
clearly equivalent to (b). Rewrite (b) as PTn .A⊗ B C B ⊗ A/QmQTm D 0 and let
QmQ
T
mDI−PmP Tm to obtain P Tn .A⊗ B C B ⊗ A/ D PTn .A⊗ B C B ⊗A/PmP Tm.
Now post-multiply by .X ⊗ Y /Pn (where X;Y are arbitrary m n matrices) to
obtain
PTn .AX ⊗ BY C BX ⊗ AY/Pn D P Tn .A⊗ B C B ⊗ A/PmP Tm.X ⊗ Y /Pn;
which is (c) by Theorem 1. This shows that (b) implies (c). Now if (c) is true for
all m n X; Y , it must be true for X D A and Y D B, which gives condition (a).
Hence (c) implies that the right-hand inequality in (13) is actually an equality. 
Note that AA  BB 6> AB  BA despite (12). As a counterexample, let
R1=2 D

2 1
1 1

and S D

1 0
0 0

:
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Define
T D R1=2SR1=2 D

4 2
2 1

:
Set A D R1=2 and B D T 1=2R−1=2, so that
AA  BB D R  R−1=2TR−1=2 D R  S D

5 0
0 0

:
Also
AB  BA D T 1=2  T 1=2 D 1
5

16 4
4 1

so that AA  BB 6> AB  BA in this case. This also shows that for R > 0 and
T > 0; R  R−1=2T R−1=2 6> T 1=2  T 1=2:
Inequality (13) shows that H D 12 .AA  BB C AB  BA/ intervenes fully
between the inequalityAA  BB > .A  B/.A  B/. Note that H could have been
taken as .1C k/−1.AA  BB C kAB  BA/ for k =D −1 in (13).
There are examples (see Remarks after Corollary 13) for which .A  B/.A 
B/ > AB  BA so that including the term AB  BA in (13) is far from trivial.
Notice also that AB D 0 implies AA  BB > 2.A  B/.A  B/.
The next corollary extends some well known inequalities by specialized substitu-
tions in (13).
Corollary 13. If A and B are Hermitian matrices then
A2  B2 > 12 .A2  B2 C AB  BA/ > .A  B/2: (14)
For B D I; this becomes
I  A2 > 12 .I  A2 C A  A/ > .I  A/2: (15)
For B D A−1; (14) becomes
A2  A−2 C I > 2.A  A−1/2: (16)
If A and B are 1m vectors a and b then (13) becomes
2kak22kbk22 > kak22kbk22 C jabj2 > 2ka  bk22; (17)
where k  k2 denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector.
Remark. The inequality .A2  B2/1=2 > A  B for A > 0; B > 0 is due to Ando
[1, p. 227]. Later this was extended to A2  B2 > .A  B/2. From this follows the
inequalities I  A2 > .I  A/2 and A2  A−2 > .A A−1/2. These have all been
extended in (14)–(16). Notice that (16) gives an example of .A  B/2 > AB  BA
for B D A−1. The inequality can be strict [12, p. 323].
Inequality (17) involves only vectors. It does, however, give some insight into
the general matrix inequality (13). We note for example that the diagonal elements
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of the terms of (13) (i.e., I  AA  BB; I  AB  BA; I  ..A  B/.A  B///
are related in a way similar to (17).
For a =D 0; b =D 0, define
r D ja
bj
kak kbk ; t D
ja  bj
kak kbk ;
so that (17) becomes 1C r2 > 2t2. We recognise r as the modulus of the correlation
coefficient (through the origin) of a and b. Hence r2 lies between 0 (for a orthogonal
to b) and 1 (for b a multiple of a). The scalar t is also a measure of association
between a and b. Notice that t D 0 if and only if the elements of a and b are disjoint
(i.e., jai j > 0 implies bi D 0, and jbi j > 0 implies ai D 0). To obtain the conditions
for t D 1, we can apply condition (c) of Corollary 12 to the arbitrary m 1 vectors
x and y, i.e.,
ax  by C bx  ay D 2.a  b/.x  y/: (17a)
Now choose x D ek; y D el , where ei is a vector of zeros except in the ith position,
which takes a value of 1. Then (17a) becomes
akbl C bkal D 2akbklk for k; l D 1; : : : ;m:
On letting k and l vary between 1 and m, this may be rewritten as
abT C baT D 2I  .abT/;
which has solution a D ek; b D ek for constants ;  and fixed k, and an addi-
tional solution for the 2  1 vector case:
a D p
2

1
1

; b D p
2

1
−1

:
These two types of solutions generate the general solution.
Applying the spectral norm k  k for matrices to the right-hand side inequality of
(13) produces
kAA  BBk C kAB  BAk > 2kA  Bk2: (18)
Furthermore, Horn and Mathias show in [13] that for Hermitian matrices X;Y with
X > Y; kXk > kYk for any unitarily invariant norm k  k. Set X D AA  BB
and Y D AB  BA so that X > Y by (12); kAA  BBk > kAB  BAk fol-
lows since the spectral norm is unitarily invariant. Hence (18) may be extended
to
2kAA  BBk > kAA  BBk C kAB  BAk > 2kA  Bk2: (19)
We now employ the multiplicative properties of the spectral norm with respect to
both the conventional and Hadamard products of matrices (i.e., kFGk 6 kFk kGk
and kF Gk 6 kFk kGk for nm matrices F and G [12, p. 308]). Inequality (19)
gives
2kAk2kBk2 > kAk2kBk2 C kABk2 > 2kA  Bk2: (20)
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Much of the interpretation given above to the vector inequality (17) can also be
given to (20). An important feature of (20) is that both AB and A  B appear as
separate terms (normed) in the same inequality kAk kBk > kA  Bk. ShouldAB D
0 then kAk kBk > 21=2kA  Bk: A noteworthy case arises when B D BT D A−1
in (20), for then if we let .A/  kAk kA−1k denote the condition number of A, we
have
T.A/U2 C 1 > 2kA  A−Tk2: (21)
It is well-known that the condition number of a matrix A can be a decisive factor
in the accuracy of the calculated solution of the linear equation Ax D b where x is
unknown [24, p. 91] All the row and column sums of A  A−T are 1 since they are
equal to the diagonal elements of AA−1 D A−1A D I . Hence A  A−T always has
an eigenvalue of 1 and so kA  A−Tk > 1. This shows that (21) gives a non-trivial
lower bound for .A/ when A is a real invertible matrix.
The original equationAx D b, may be transformed by diagonal scaling to .DAE/
.E−1x/ D Db where D and E are non-singular diagonal matrices. The condition
number now becomes .DAE/ while the term A  A−T remains unchanged. It is
often possible to reduce the value of .DAE/ by diagonal scaling of A but (21)
shows there is always a lower bound to this:
T.DAE/U2 > 2kA  A−Tk2 − 1: (22)
Much of the above reasoning is due to Horn and Johnson [12, p. 331]. They arrived
at the result .DAE/ > kA  A−Tk for any complex invertible matrix A. When A is
a real matrix, (22) gives a sharper bound than this. It shows for example that for large
value of kA  A−Tk; .DAE/ is approximately bounded below by 21=2kA  A−Tk.
It is possible, however, to improve (22) by employing (16). This is recorded in the
next theorem.
Theorem 14. If A is a complex positive definite matrix then
.DAD/ > 2kA  A−1k − kA  A−1k−1 (23)
for any non-singular diagonal matrix D. Furthermore if X is any real non-singular
matrix then
T.DXE/U2 > 2kX X−Tk2 − kX X−Tk−2 (24)
for any non-singular diagonal matrices D and E.
Proof. By definition .A/ D kAk kA−1k D 1.A/1.A−1/ so that A2  A−2 6
1.A/1.A
−1/A  A−1 D .A/A  A−1. Hence (16) ensures that
.A/A  A−1 C I > A2  A−2 C I > 2.A  A−1/2:
On taking the spectral norm of each side of the outer inequality, we have
.A/kA  A−1k C 1 > 2kA  A−1k2:
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Noting that .DAD/  .DAD/−1 D A  A−1 for any non-singular diagonal matrix D
produces (23). Now let A D XXT, where X is a real non-singular matrix. It is clear
that .A/ D T.X/U2 while
A  A−1 D .XXT/  .XXT/−1 D XXT X−TX−1 > .X X−T.X X−T/T
by Theorem 4 so that kA  A−1k > kX X−Tk2. Let f .s/ D 2s − s−1 so that the
right-hand side of (23) may be written as f .kA  A−1k/.
Since f .s/ is a monotonic increasing function for s > 0, it follows that kA 
A−1k > kX X−Tk2 implies f .kA  A−1k/ > f .kX X−Tk2/. Substituting these
results in (23) for D D I yields
T.X/U2 > 2kX X−Tk2 − kX X−Tk−2
and (24) follows by observing .DXE/  .DXE/−T D X X−T for any invertible
diagonal matrices D and E. 
Both (23) and (24) present sharper bounds than (22). The term kA  A−1k−1 in
(23) decreases as kA  A−1k increases and in this case it is evident that .DAD/ is
approximately bounded below by 2kA  A−1k. Similar remarks apply to .DXE/
and 21=2kX X−Tk in (24).
Most of the preceding applications refer to norm analysis. A more general context
lies in majorization theory. Some results in this field have already been encountered
in Theorems 7, 9, and 10. Just as (13) and (20) extend AA  BB > .A  B/.A 
B/ and kAk kBk > kA  Bk to include AB  BA and kABk, respectively, we
now attempt to extend .A  B/ w  .A/  .B/ of (9) in some way to include
.AB/.
The next theorem uses the following properties of weak majorization [12, pp. 177,
196, 335]:
.F CG/ w .F /C .G/;  .FG/ w .F /  .G/
and .F G/ w .F /  .G/ where F;G are nm complex matrices and  has
length q with q D minfn;mg.
Theorem 15. Let A and B be arbitrary nm complex matrices. Then
2 2.A  B/ w  2.AB/C  2.A/   2.B/ w 2 2.A/   2.B/: (25)
Proof. From (13),
2.A  B/.A  B/ 6 AB  BA C AA  BB:
Hence
2 2.A  B/w .AB  BA C AA  BB/
w .AB  BA/C .AA  BB/
w  2.AB/C  2.A/   2.B/: 
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The weak majorization .A  B/ w .A/  .B/ implies  2.A  B/ w  2.A/
  2.B/ [17, p. 118] but the converse is not true. It is tempting to conjecture that the
stronger result  .A  B/ w .AB/C .A/  .B/ is valid for  D 21=2 or 2.
For the largest singular value (25) becomes (20) since 1.A/ D kAk, etc. In addition
(20) and the simple inequality 2 C 2 6 . C /2 for ;  > 0 implies that
2kA  Bk2 6 kAk2kBk2 C kABk2 6 .kAk kBk C kABk/2:
Therefore 21=2kA  Bk 6 kAk kBk C kABk. This also holds for the vector version
(17) of the general expression (20), i.e., 21=2ka  bk2 6 kak2 kbk2 C jabj. As a
counter-example to show that these bounds do not hold when 21=2 is replaced by
2, consider a D .1; t/T; b D .1;−t/T with 0 < t < 1. Here kak2 D kbk2 D .1C
t2/1=2; ab D 1− t2 and ka  bk2 D .1C t4/1=2 so that in this case
kak2 kbk2 C jabj D 2 < 2.1C t4/1=2 D 2ka  bk2:
As an example to demonstrate that 21=2.A  B/ w .A/  .B/C .AB/
does not generally hold (it does hold in the vector version), consider the n n
positive semidefinite matrices A D E and B D nI − E, where E is an n n matrix
of ones. Here A  B D B; AB D 0, and .A/ D .n; 0; : : : ; 0/T;  .B/ D  .A 
B/ D .n; n; : : : ; n; 0/T;  .A/  .B/ D .n2; 0; : : : ; 0/T. A calculation shows that
for any integer p such that n− 1 > p > 2−1=2n,
pX
iD1
i.A/i.B/ D n2 < 21=2np D 21=2
pX
iD1
i.A  B/;
although for i D 1; 1.A/1.B/ D n2 > 2n D 21.A  B/, as expected from previ-
ous comments.
We now turn our attention to the result of Ando et al. [3] stated as Theorem 10,
i.e., for given nm matrices A;B with A D XY then
kX
iD1
i.A  B/ 6
kX
iD1
ci.X/ci.Y /i.B/ for k D 1; : : : ;minfn;mg: (10)
The ci’s are the decreasingly ordered Euclidean column lengths of the matrices
involved. The decreasingly ordered Euclidean row lengths are defined by ri .T / D
ci.T
/, which are now required for notational reasons.
Theorem 16. Let A and B be nm complex matrices. Then for k D 1; : : : ; q D
minfn;mg;
2
kX
iD1
 2i .A  B/ 6
kX
iD1
r2i .A/
2
i .B/C
kX
iD1
ri.A/ri.B/i.AB
/ (26)
and
2
kX
iD1
 2i .A  B/ 6
kX
iD1
r2i .A/
2
i .B/C
kX
iD1
ri.AB
/i.AB/: (27)
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Proof. From (13),
2 2.A  B/ w .AA  BB/C .AB  BA/: (26a)
For the term .AB  BA/, let X be A, let Y be B, and let B be replaced by BA
in (10):
kX
iD1
i.AB
 BA/6
kX
iD1
ri .A/ri.B/i.AB
/; k D 1; : : : ; q D minfn;mg:
(26b)
For the term .AA  BB/, let X be A, let Y be A, and let B be replaced by
BB in (10):
kX
iD1
i.AA
  BB/ 6
kX
iD1
r2i .A/
2
i .B/ for k D 1; : : : ; q: (26c)
Combining inequalities (26b) and (26c) with (26a) yields (26). The result (27) fol-
lows in a similar way when for the term AB  BA; X D BA; Y D I , and B is
replaced by AB in (10). 
3. Further developments
All the applications so far have taken k D 1 in (11). As a general rule it appears
that this inequality is weakened for smaller values of k. When k turns negative, (11)
reflects only the dominance of AA  BB over AB  BA and .A  B/.A  B/,
for then with 0 6 k 6 1,
AA  BB > kAB  BA C .1− k/.A  B/.A  B/;
which is simply an interpolation of the known results AA  BB > AB  BA
and AA  BB > .A  B/.A  B/.
Returning to the proof of Theorem 11, it can be seen that various other choices of
the matrix K are possible and these could lead to quite different inequalities that are
not of the type (11). Two of these are presented in the next theorem.
Theorem 17. If A > 0; B > 0 then
I  A2 C I  B2 C 2.A  B/ > .I  AC I  B/2: (28)
If A > 0; B > 0 then
A2  B−2 C A−2  B2 C 2I > .A  B−1 C A−1  B/2 > 4I: (29)
Proof. As in Theorem 11, we use Corollary 3 (vii), i.e., PTn KKPn > .P Tn KPm/
.P Tn KPm/

, which holds for any n2 m2 complex matrix K. For A > 0; B > 0;
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let K D A⊗ I C I ⊗ B, which reduces this inequality to (28). Similarly, for A >
0; B > 0, and K D A⊗ B−1 C A−1 ⊗ B, the left-hand side of (29) is achieved.
The right-hand side of (29) is the result of Theorem 5. 
For A D B, (28) reduces to (15). Similarly, for A D B, (29) reduces to (16).
However, (29) is an extended version of the inequality of Theorem 5 and a new result
is obtained for B D AT. This new inequality allows a lower bound on the condition
number, as in (24), to be extended to a non-singular complex matrix. Before stating
these results, we introduce a useful pre-norm [10, p. 272]. For any m n complex
matrix H, definem.H/  kRe.HH /k1=2 D k 12 .HH  CHH

/k1=2.
Lemma 18. Let H be a given m n complex matrix. Then
(i) m.H/ > 0 if H =D 0.
(ii) m.H/ D jjm.H/ for all complex .
(iii) m.H/ > m.T / if HH  > T T .
(iv) m.H/ 6 kHk and m.H/ D kHk if H is real.
(v) Suppose H is square and there is a real non-zero vector x and a real  such
that Hx D x and xTH D xT. Then m.H/ > jj.
(vi) m.H H−T/ > 1 if H is square and non-singular.
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow immediately from the definition ofm.H/. IfHH  > T T 
thenHH > T T  so thatRe.HH / > Re.T T /, from which (iii) follows by taking
norms of each side. Since m2.H/ D k 12 .HH  CHH
k 6 kHH k D kHk2, (iv)
follows. (v) The hypotheses ensure that Re.H/x D x, so m.H/ > jj. (vi) The
discussion preceding Theorem 14 shows that e D .1; : : : ; 1/T is a left and right ei-
genvector of H H−T associated with the eigenvalue 1. The result follows from an
application of (v). 
We are now in a position to state two new bounds for the condition of number of
complex matrices.
Theorem 19. If A > 0 then
A2  .AT/−2 C A−2  .AT/2 C 2I > .A  A−T C A−1  AT/2 > 4I; (30)
and for any invertible diagonal matrices D and E
.DAE/ > 2m2

.A  A−T/1=2

−m−2

.A  A−T/1=2

: (31)
If X is a complex non-singular matrix, then
T.DXE/U2 > 2m2.X X−T/−m−2.X X−T/: (32)
Proof. Inequality (30) follows immediately from (29) with B D AT. As in Theorem
14, k.A/ D 1.A/1.A−1/ and (30) give
.A/.A  A−T C A−1  AT/C 2I > .A  A−T C A−1  AT/2;
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which reduces to .A/Re.A  A−T/C I > 2 (Re.A  A−T/2 since A−1  AT D
A−T  A: Hence
.A/kRe.A  A−T/k C 1 > 2kRe.A  A−T/2k D 2kRe.A  A−T/k2;
which is .A/m2..A  A−T/1=2/C 1 > 2m4..A  A−T/1=2/ since m..A  A−T/1=2/
D kRe.A  A−T /k1=2; (31) now follows since A  A−T in invariant under the trans-
formation A! DAE.
Now let A D XX for some non-singular X. Then as in Theorem 14, A  A−T >
.X X−T/.X X−T/ and Lemma 18 (iii) ensures that
m

.A  A−T/1=2

>m
(
.X X−T/.X X−T/1=2
DkRe (.X X−T/.X X−T/ k1=2
Dm.X X−T/:
Let g.s/ D 2s2 − s−2 so that the right-hand side of (31) may be written as
g.m..A  A−T/1=2//. Since g.s/ is a monotonic increasing function for s > 0, it fol-
lows that m..A  A−T/1=2/ > m.X X−T/ implies g.m..A  A−T/1=2// >
g
(
m.X X−T/. This together with T.X/U2 D .A/ produces
T.X/U2 > 2m2.X X−T/−m−2.X X−T/;
which yields (32) since X! DXE leaves X X−T unchanged. 
Sincem.H/ 6 kHk, the right-hand side bounds in (31) and (32) would be stronger
if m..A  A−T/1=2/ and m.X X−T/ could be replaced by kA  A−Tk1=2 and kX 
X−Tk, respectively, as in (23) and (24). The right-hand side of (32), for example,
does not reduce to Horn and Johnsons’s bound .DXE/ > kX X−Tk, although
Lemma 18 (vi) ensures that
T.DXE/U2 > 2m2.X X−T/− 1 > m2.X X−T/ > 1:
This shows that the factor 21=2 is still present in .DXE/=m.X X−T/ for large
values of m.X X−T/. We also note that (32) reduces to (24) for real X.
Another way to use Theorem 1 to generate Hadamard product inequalities makes
use of the obvious inequality
T T  D

T1
T2

TT 1 T 2 U > 0;
where T1; T2 are n2 m and l2 m complex matrices, respectively. This leads to
P Tn 0
0 P Tl
 
T1T

1 T1T

2
T2T 1 T2T 2
 
Pn 0
0 Pl

> 0: (33)
Now set
T1 D I ⊗ I and T2 D A⊗ B C B ⊗ A;
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so that
T1T

1 D I ⊗ I; T1T 2 D A ⊗ B C B ⊗ A;
and
T2T

2 D AA ⊗ BB C BB ⊗ AA C AB ⊗ BA C BA ⊗AB:
Substituting these into (33) produces
I 2.A  B/
2.A  B/ 2.AA  BB C AB  BA/

> 0: (34)
A standard result for a partitioned matrix with F > 0 is that
F X
X G

> 0
if and only if G > XF−1X [10, p. 472]. Applying this to (34) produces
AA  BB C AB  BA > 2.A  B/.A  B/
which is (11) for k D 1. Therefore (33) can be considered to be more general than
P TKKP > .P TKP/.P TKP/ of Corollary 3(vii). To see this fully, set T1 D I;
T2 D K in (33) and we obtain
I K
K KK

> 0;
which implies Corollary 3(vii).
There are, however, inequalities that do not seem to follow directly from Corollary
3(vii) but follow easily from (33). One of these in Styan’s inequality: I C A  A−1 >
2.A  A/−1 for any correlation matrix A [19].
To illustrate, let T1 D A1=2 ⊗ A1=2 and T2 D A1=2 ⊗ A−1=2 C A−1=2 ⊗ A1=2 in
(33), where A > 0. A calculation shows that
A  A 2.I  A/
2.I A/ 2.I C A  A−1/

> 0;
which implies I C A  A−1 > 2.I  A/.A  A/−1.I  A/ for any A > 0. If A is a
correlation matrix then I A D I and we obtain an inequality of Styan, as noted in
[20].
Theorem 20. Let A be an n n positive definite matrix. Then
I C A  A−1 > 2.I  A/.A  A−1/.I  A/: (35)
In particular, if A is a non-singular correlation matrix, then
I C A  A−1 > 2.A  A/−1: (36)
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Styan’s inequality (36) closely resembles (16), so it is natural to ask whether the
terms .A A/−1 and .A1=2  A−1=2/2 can be ordered in some way. We show that it
is impossible for .A  A/−1 to dominate .A1=2  A−1=2/2 unless A D I .
Corollary 21. If A > 0 is a correlation matrix then .A  A/−1 > .A1=2  A−1=2/2
if and only if A D I .
Proof. Assume that A is a non-singular correlation matrix. Then .A  A/−1 > .A1=2 
A−1=2/2 implies .A1=2  A−1=2/−2 > A  A, so I  .A1=2  A−1=2/−2 > I . Since
A1=2  A−1=2 > I , we have i.A1=2  A−1=2/ > 1 for i D 1; : : : ; n and hence
n6Trace

I  .A1=2  A−1=2/−2

DTrace.A1=2  A−1=2/−2 D
nX
iD1
.i.A
1=2  A−1=2//−2 6 n:
Thus, i.A1=2  A−1=2/ D 1 for i D 1; : : : ; n, so A1=2  A−1=2 D I . Styan [19]
showed that if A > 0; B > 0, then A  B D AB if and only if A and B are positive
diagonal matrices. Applying this toA1=2  A−1=2 D I D A1=2A−1=2 shows thatA1=2
is a positive diagonal matrix, which must be the identity matrix since I  A D I . 
Let H D .A1=2  A−1=2/2 − .A  A/−1. As an example to show that H > 0 is
possible, take
A D
2641
1
2
1
2
1
2 1
1
2
1
2
1
2 1
375 :
A computation to four decimal points reveals that .H/ D .0:3333; 0:0278; 0:0278/:
As an example to show that H need not be definite, consider
A D
2641
3
4
3
4
3
4 1
3
4
3
4
3
4 1
375 ;
for which .H/ D .0:5294;−0:0572;−0:0572/.
Corollary 21 and the preceding examples show that Styan’s inequality is weaker
than I C A  A−1 > 2.A1=2  A−1=2/2 in the sense that I C A  A−1 > 2.A1=2 
A−1=2/2 > 2.A  A/−1 is possible for certain correlation matrices, whereas I C A 
A−1 > 2.A  A/−1 > 2.A1=2  A−1=2/2 is possible only for A D I .
A generalization of Styan’s inequality was given by Ando [1]: If A > 0; B > 0
are correlation matrices, then
A−1  B C A  B−1 C 2I > 4.A  B/−1: (37)
This may be obtained from (33) by setting T1 D A1=2 ⊗ B1=2 and T2 D A−1=2 ⊗
B1=2 C A1=2 ⊗ B−1=2.
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A result similar to (37) is obtained by substituting A! A−1=2 and B ! B1=2 in
(29):
A−1  B C A  B−1 C 2I > .A−1=2  B1=2 C A1=2  B−1=2/2;
which reduces to A−1  AC I > 2.A−1=2  A1=2/2 on letting A D B. Let F D
A−1=2  B1=2 C A1=2  B−1=2. We show that 4.A  B/−1 > F 2 is possible for cor-
relation matrices A;B only when A D B D I . As in the proof of Corollary 21,
we notice I  F−2 > .1=4/I and by considering the trace of F−2 and the fact that
F > 2I we conclude that F D 2I . By using Theorem 1, F D 2I is the same as
P T.A−1=4 ⊗ B1=4 − A1=4 ⊗ B−1=4/2P D 0, which is equivalent to .A−1=4 ⊗ B1=4 −
A1=4 ⊗ B−1=4/P D 0 or .A−1=4 ⊗ B1=4/P D .A1=4 ⊗ B−1=4/P . Multiplying each
side by P T.A1=4 ⊗ B1=4/ produces I  B1=2 D I  A1=2. Similarly, a multiplication
by P T.A−1=4 ⊗ B−1=4/ produces I  A−1=2 D I  B−1=2. Substituting these into
I  F D 2I shows that I  B1=2  B−1=2 D I; which implies B1=2  B−1=2 D I ,
which is possible only if B1=2 is an invertible diagonal matrix. That B is a correlation
matrix forces B to be the identity matrix. Similarly A D I .
We look at the general conditions of the singularities of PTn KKPn − .P Tn K
Pm/.P
T
n KPm/
: These are then related to the Hadamard product by setting K D
A⊗ B C F ⊗G.
Theorem 22. Let K be any n2 m2 complex matrix andQm be defined as in Corol-
lary 3(iii). Then P Tn KKPn − .P Tn KPm/.P Tn KPm/ is singular if and only if there
exists an n n non-zero diagonal matrix Dx such that
QTmK
vecDx D 0: (38)
Proof. Write PTn KKPn − .P Tn KPm/.P Tn KPm/ D P Tn KQmQTmKPn, which is
singular if and only if there exists a 1 n non-zero vector x such that xP Tn KQm
QTmK
Pnx D 0. This is equivalent to QTmKPnx D QTmKvecDx D 0 by Corollary
3(vi). 
Corollary 23. Let A; B; F;G be given nm matrices and set
H DAA  BB C FF  GG C AF   BG C FA GB
− .A  B C F G/.A  B C F G/: (39)
Then H is singular if and only if there exists a non-zero diagonal matrixDx such that
BDxA
T CGDxFT is diagonal: (40)
Proof. Write (39) as PTn KKPn − .P Tn KPm/.P Tn KPm/, where K D A⊗ B C
F ⊗G. Necessary and sufficient conditions for H to be singular are therefore given
by (38), i.e., 0 D QTm.A ⊗ B C F  ⊗G/vecDx D QTmvec.BDxACGDxF/.
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Corollary 3(vi) ensures that QTmvec X D 0 if and only if X is a diagonal matrix,
which gives (40). 
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